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ABSTRACT
There is increasing interest in the generation of very short laser pulses, even down to
attosecond (10-18 s) durations. Laser systems with femtosecond pulse durations are needed for
these applications. For many of these applications, positioning of the maximum electric field
within the pulse envelope can affect the outcome. The peak of the electric field relative to the
peak of the pulse is called the Carrier Envelope Phase (CEP). Controlling the position of the
electric field becomes more important when pulse duration approaches single-cycle.
This thesis focuses on the stabilization of a quasi-single-cycle laser facility.
Improvements to this already-established laser facility, HERACLES (High Energy, Repetition
rate Adjustable, Carrier-Locked-to-Envelope System) described in this thesis include a stabilized
pump line and the improvement in CEP stabilization electronics.
HERACLES is built upon an Optical Parametric Chirped Pulse Amplification (OPCPA)
architecture. This architecture uses Optical Parametric Amplification (OPA) as the gain material
to increase the output energy of the system. OPA relies on a nonlinear process to generate high
gain (106) with ultra-wide bandwidth. Instabilities in the OPA driving pump energy can create
dynamically fluctuations in the final OPCPA output energy. To reduce these fluctuations two key
upgrades were implemented on the pump beam. Both were major improvements in the stability.
Firstly, an improved regenerative amplifier design reduced beam pointing fluctuations. Secondly,
the addition of a pump monitoring system with feedback-control eliminated long-term power
drifts. Both enhanced the OPA pulse-to-pulse and long-term stability.
iii

To improve the stability in measuring CEP drifts, modification of the feedback
electronics was needed. The modification consisted of integrating noise reduction electronics.
This novel noise reducer uses a similar process to a super-heterodyne receiver. The noise reducer
resulted in 60 dB reduction of out-of-band noise. This led to increased signal quality with cleaner
amplification of weaker signals. The enhanced signal quality led to more reliable long-term
locking. The synthetically increased signal-to-noise ratio allows locking of the CEP frequency
below the typically requirements. This integration allows relaxed constraints on the laser
systems.
The optics and electronics of a high-power, quasi-single cycle laser facility were
improved. This thesis included the stabilization of the pump line and the stabilization of the CEP.
This work allows for new long-duration experiments.
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1 INTRODUCTION
There are many applications of ultra-fast high-intensity laser pulses. These include High
Harmonic Generation (HHG), attosecond pulse generation, THz emission, particles acceleration
and filamentation. For many of these applications, a key element is the location of the electric
field vector within the envelope of the laser pulse. The position of the peak electric field relative
to the peak in the envelope of the pulse is called the Carrier Envelope Phase (CEP).
The first demonstration of controlled CEP was in 1996 [1]. Since then a large research
effort has been undertaken to control the CEP in laser oscillators and amplifiers. In some
experiments, the locking of the CEP to a specific value is desired. Locking the CEP requires
measuring the phase drift within a laser pulse and applying a feedback for correction. The results
show that with ultra-short laser pulses the CEP changes the interaction with materials. This is the
case for both the formation of HHG [2] and the generation of terahertz emissions [3].
High intensity experiments have steered laser developers into two categories. The first
approach is the traditional technology of Chirped-Pulse Amplification (CPA). In CPA systems,
short pulse durations are created by spectral broadening techniques. A broadening technique
used is Self-Phase Modulation (SPM) in a hollow core fiber [4]. The second approach involves
the use of Optical Parametric Chirped Pulse Amplification (OPCPA) systems [5]. OPCPA
systems rely on similar characteristics of CPA. The difference is the potential to directly generate
a sub-four femtosecond laser pulses. OPCPA systems can amplify a super-broad bandwidth by
Optical Parametric Amplification (OPA) [6]. Both techniques are moving to the shortest number
1

of cycles [7-9]. With either technique, as the pulse duration approaches quasi-single-cycle, the
need for CEP stabilization becomes more prevalent.
This thesis focuses on the methods needed to stabilize the CEP in the HERACLES laser
facility. It includes improvements in the HERACLES pump line for long-term stability. This not
only improves the facility’s performance, it also allows the measurement of slow CEP drifts.
This thesis contributes to the body of knowledge of engineering of a stabilized OPCPA system.
The following is the outline of this thesis and the challenges needed to engineer a stable OPCPA
system.
Chapter 2 investigates the theoretical concept of a quasi-single-cycle pulse. It then
branches to the concepts of CEP and the overview of OPCPA. The CEP section illustrates the
need to control the electric phase difference as the pulse duration reduces. Methods in creating a
high energy laser system are introduced through CPA and OPCPA schemes.
Chapter 3 gives the techniques needed to measure fast changing drifts of the CEP. This is
observed in the output of mode-locked oscillators. The requirements of bandwidth and energy
needed for the instruments are also discussed. Slow CEP drifts are created as the pulse travels
through the system. Measuring and correcting these drifts is made possible through slow CEP
locking techniques. The overview of the original technologies used in the HERACLES system is
discussed. The new improvement in noise reduction allows enhanced performance to the original
technology for fast CEP locking.
Chapter 4 provides an overview of the first generation of the HERACLES pumps. The
issues of beam-pointing and long-term power fluctuation are discussed. Redesign of the pump
line forms the second generation of HERACLES. This second generation improved output
energies and with optimized feedback systems allows a long-term stable output.
2

Chapter 5 concludes the thesis with the HERACLES system containing a stabilized pump
line and reduced noise electronics for CEP locking.
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2 INVESTIGATION ON QUASI-SINGLE-CYCLE PULSES
The mathematical idea of an infinitely narrow optical pulse is not a new concept. This
concept allows the simplification of complex properties of ultra-short laser systems. The model
in the formation of ultra-short pulses will be discussed. Another simplification of ultra-short
pulses is to represent the pulses as a frequency comb. Frequency combs become important in
measuring the CEP. This chapter includes an outline of the CEP and how it affects the formation
of sub-fs pulses. The impact in controlling the CEP as the pulse duration decreases is included.
The techniques used to generate quasi-single-cycle pulses are provided. They consist of CPA and
OPCPA schemes. Advantages in OPA characteristics that allow broadband amplification are
discussed. This includes the requirements of a stable pump line to reduce the undesirable side
products in an OPA architecture.

2.1 Conceptual Approach to a Single-Cycle Pulse
Any waveform can be constructed from a desecrate set of building blocks. In the
mathematical explanation, a standard desecrate set of building blocks can consist of sine
functions, each with a different frequency and phase. This was first described by Joseph Fourier
in 1807 [10]. The unique wave that is represented as a combination of a series of infinite number
of frequencies that all start propagating with the same phase at time zero is a delta function. The
delta function has the value 1 at the origin and the value 0 at all other points. The process of
constructive and destructive interference of sine waves can be used to describe the delta function.
4

To move a single delta function in different location in time, the phase of every sine wave
has to be delayed. Thus, when every sine wave reaches a zero phase shift the delta function is
generated. Equation (1) is the representation of temporally moving a delta function:
1

∞

𝛿(𝑥 − 𝛼) = 2𝜋 ∫−∞ 𝑐𝑜𝑠[𝑞(𝑥 − 𝛼)]𝑑𝑞.

(1)

A periodic repetition of delta functions with a constant frequency separation could be
represented as an infinite summation of phase shifted delta functions. A simplification of this
infinite sum of delta functions allows dropping all sine terms that contains no multiple of the
fundamental separation frequency. This series of unique frequencies is commonly referred to a
frequency comb.

Equation (2) represents this simplified series of an infinite set of delta

functions that generates a frequency comb:
𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑎0 + ∑∞
𝑛=1(cos(ω𝑛t)).

(2)

Frequency combs are nowadays a common tool for ultra-precise spectroscopy and optical
atomic clocks. The combs with discrete frequency spacing are generated through the Fabry-Perot
effect in a laser cavity. Fabry-Perot cavities allow only certain frequencies to oscillate. Further
the amplification bandwidth of the laser system is limited. This restriction means that only a
region of a frequency combs is effectively produced. In a laser system, this is referred to as
selective gain. The limitation of selecting the number of desecrate comb frequencies transform
the infinitely narrow pulses in time to broadened pulses in time. The change from a delta
functions that consist of an infinitely narrow length of time to a specific length of time allows the
introduction of pulses with single cycle carrier frequency. The cycle oscillation of the pulse is
typically given by the center frequency (or wavelength) of the gain bandwidth. As the bandwidth
5

of the selective gain is reduce, the number of complete cycles of the fundamental wave increases.
If only selects a single comb frequency is amplified the laser output would be a continuous wave
(cw).
The following Equation (3) represents the relationship between a Gaussian bandwidth
(FWHM) and its transform-limited pulse duration (FWHM), where 𝜆0 is the center wavelength

and 𝜏 is the duration of the pulse (FWHM):
Δ𝜆 =

2𝑙𝑛2𝜆0 2
𝜋𝑐𝜏

.

(3)

An interesting problem that occurs for ultra-short optical pulse trains is the addition of a
phase difference between consecutive pulses. If this phase is not equal to zero, the electric field
of consecutive pulses will have carrier waves not crossing the zero point at the same location.
Therefore the total envelope that defines the shape of the pulse changes location in respect to the
central frequency. This offset is referred to as Carrier Envelope Phase (CEP). Figure 1 represents
the phase differences between the envelope and the electric field.
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Figure 1: Difference in the group velocity and phase velocity generating the CEP of a normalized 5 fs Gaussian
pulse.

2.2 Basic description of the Carrier Envelope Phase
The first demonstration of absolute control of a frequency comb was for use in ultraprecise spectroscopy [11]. The ability to tune the combs to allow precise measurements greater
than the hyperfine structures of atoms was possible and gave experimentalist the ability to probe
a sample with a nearly exact frequency (accuracy of 10−16 in 1s [12]). This was first
demonstrated by Roy Glauber, John (Jan) Hall and Theodor Hänsch in 2000 and were rewarded
with a joint Nobel Prize in 2005 [13].
The ability to tune the comb allows the sweeping of the spectrum giving a near constant
probe spectrum. In 1999 it was proposed that for quasi-single-cycle pulses the electric field
7

underneath the envelope would play a large role in highly nonlinear experiments, primarily
driven by HHG [14]. Generating isolated attosecond pulses can be made possible by decreasing
the pulse duration of the femtosecond pulse to perform sub-cycle gating via the short pulse
duration. This sub-cycle gating via quasi-single cycle pulse duration is the approach followed in
our laser system and will be explained in the following paragraphs. The second successfully
proven method to generate isolated attosecond pulses is double optical gating (DOG) [15]. It has
been used to generate the currently shortest pulse duration achieved with 67 as [16]. This process
works by using two optical techniques that hinders the generation of attosecond pulses at
different locations. One of the optical techniques used to form the DOG is polarization gating.
The Above Ionization Threshold (AIT) is dependent on the polarization of the incident beam. It
is found that for elliptically polarized light the AIT is higher than for linearly polarized light. To
perform polarization gating the beam is shaped to be elliptically polarized until the pulse is at the
maximum, to where the beam becomes linearly polarized and then is transformed back to
elliptically polarized [17, 18]. The second technique used in DOG is two-color gating. In twocolor gating a probe beam is used to destructively interfere with the pump beam. This then only
allows HHG to generate an attosecond pulse every other half cycle. With both techniques
combined one has the ability to isolate a single attosecond pulse.
In sub-cycle gating via quasi-single-cycle pulse duration the peak electric field is higher
than the ATI and all other peak electric field strengths are below the threshold [19]. This is
primarily controlled by the pulse duration and the CEP of the pulse. The generation of an
attosecond pulse appears near the zero point of each electric field oscillation. With the decrease
of the temporal pulse width, the number of generated attosecond pulses decrease until one to two
pulses are left. The scheme is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Top: Simulation of Sub-cycle gating, where the pulse generated 5 attosecond pulses when having a 20 fs
(FWHM) pulse duration. Bottom: A 5fs pulse generates an isolated attosecond pulse in the chosen
configuration.

If the CEP of the laser pulse is not controlled to a fraction of π the continuous drift of the
phase relationship between the electric filed and the envelope 𝜙𝐶𝐸 could produce multiple

attosecond pulses. Usually with lower energies and emitted at different reference points in time.
Figure 3 shows the influences in the location of the electric field has to produce a single pulse or
a double pulse of attosecond light.
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Figure 3: Without control of the CEP the point in time when the attosecond pulse is generated and its energy become
randomized for 5 fs pulse duration. The threshold is arbitrarily chosen to provide an overview of the
impact.

In addition to the possibility of generating a varying number of attosecond pulses without
control of the CEP, another issue occurs when the pulse duration decreases. If the experiment
required the CEP phase difference to be exactly Ω rads, the pulse duration would control the
electric field strength by Equation (4):
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𝐸(Ω) = 𝑒

4Ω 2
�
3𝜋
𝑡𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀 2

−2𝑙𝑛(2)�

.

(4)

With the continuous decrease in pulse duration, the electric field would dramatically
change if only a small fraction of CEP drift occurs. Figure 4 is the calculated normalized electric
field strength of different pulse durations at different CEP phase locations.

Figure 4: Electric field dependence on pulse duration given by Equation (4).

If the experiment was done with a laser output of around 20 fs (9 cycles) the output
difference of a 100 mrad phase change would translate in an electric field strength change of less
than a ratio 1:107 . If the same task was carried out for a 3.6 fs laser pulse (sub-2-cycles) the
electric field strength would change by 1:5000. These fluctuations are reduced when locked to
the zero point, but if the same scenario was chosen and the offset was set at 750 mrad, then the
change in the 20 fs would be 1: 104 and for the 3.6 fs would be 1:300. With an even higher
offset, this produces inconsistent measurements and could obscure the experimental results.
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Experimentally controlling the CEP demonstrated the high dependence of the electrical
field and the envelope with the generation of HHG, this leads to higher and stable conversion
efficiency compared to non-locked systems. In 2004, a sub-5-fs laser system with controlled
CEP of π/4 generated a single attosecond pulse [2]. The emission of less intense attosecond
pulses could not be avoided due to the given pulse duration, however, a band pass filter only
allowed the attosecond pulse generated with the pulse with highest electric field strength to
transmit. The group was able to demonstrate (i.e. generate and characterize) a current world
record 67 as pulse using similar techniques [16].

2.3 CEP Control
In ultrafast laser systems the CEP can drift as it propagates through the optical
components in the system. The characteristic that allows change of the CEP is when the group
delay and group dispersion are not matched. Two elements that change the CEP and allow small
controllable changes of the CEP in the system are the compressor and the stretcher [20, 21].
Assuming that the incoming beam enters a stretcher with a linearly polarized field, then as the
pulse propagates through a grating the spectral phase is described by Equation 5. Where P’ is the
optical path length, G is the perpendicular distance between gratings, d is the grating constant
and B is the diffraction angle:
𝜔

𝐺

𝜑(𝜔) = − 𝑐 P ′ (𝜔) + 2π 𝑑 tan[𝛽(𝜔)].

(5)

The CEP shift is then derived by the difference between the group delay and the phase
delay. Equation (6) shows that the separation of the gratings or the diffraction angle changes the
CEP through the stretcher:
12

Δ𝜑𝐶𝐸 = 2π

Δ𝐺
𝑑

tan[𝛽(𝜔)],

(6)

where, Δ𝐺 is the path change that could be introduced through vibrational fluctuations and
drifting.

If only the separation of the grating is used to calculate the phase shift and the assumption
of the tangent term drop close to 1 with angles greater than 45 degrees. Then with the increase in
grating density the difference in separation between the gratings will increase the phase shift. If
the density of the grating was on the order of 300 lines per mm then a change of 1.6 µm of drift
would represent a 𝜋 shift. If the grating ruling was 1200 lines per mm then the 𝜋 change would

occur in ~420 nm. This implies that stretchers with high groove density gratings have higher
CEP drift noise compared to systems with lower line densities.
Another technique used to stretch a pulse is a Grism stretcher. A Grism is a design that
contains both a grating and a prism. The advantage of this design is the ability to tailor the added
third and fourth order dispersion to match the dispersion of a bulk material. This allows the final
compression through a bulk material. The exact control of the third and fourth order dispersion is
through the geometry and material selection of the prism.
In the case of a grism, the exact calculation of the change in CEP with changing the
separation is more complex compared to the stretcher Equation (6) given above. A computer
simulation was used during the initial design of the grism dispersion. It is possible to calculate
the CEP changes from this simulation code.

13

2.4 OPCPA Overview
The generation of quasi-single-cycle pulses with ultra-high intensity is based on two
methods – CPA [22] and OPCPA [23]. The CPA technique relies on the process of building a
high peak power laser system with limited bandwidth commonly referred to as CPA (Chirped
Pulse Amplified) laser system. At the end of a CPA laser system the bandwidth can be spectrally
broadened by generating a super-continuum in a hollow core fiber (HCF) to achieve a sub-10-fs
pulse duration [4]. The major drawback for this approach is the maximum amount of energy that
can be handled by the HCF and the dispersion management. Without the correct dispersion
management, the compression of the pulse is not possible. The OPCPA method that was
proposed in [23, 24], is similar to CPA in that it relies on stretching, amplifying and compression
of the pulse. A key difference is that in OPCPA the ultra-broadband bandwidth is preserved
through amplification since effectively no gain narrowing occurs [25, 26]. To date, OPCPA have
demonstrated scalability for high pulse energy as well as high average power. Meanwhile most
high-intensity Ti:sapphire-based CPA systems operate at the 10 W average power level due to
thermally induced beam distortions in the amplifier chain. These distortions are imprinted
directly onto the signal beam. With new technologies of cryo-amplifiers, CPA systems are
breaking through these limitations. In OPCPA, the seed pulse only passes through a stretcher,
OPA and compressor. This relative short optical path and the reduction in thermally introduced
beam distortions since the OPA has no associated energy storage and therefore no quantum
defect heating. However, the requirements on the pump beam are a significant challenge in
OPCPA. Due to the nature of the nonlinear amplification in the OPA, the OPCPA output is
nonlinearly dependent on the quality and stability of the pump beam. Thus, a high quality pump
14

beam must have low pulse-to-pulse fluctuations, low long-term power drifts, well behaved
Gaussian or top-hat beam profile, low timing jitter and stable beam pointing.

2.4.1 OPA Theory
Optical Parametric Amplification (OPA) relies on the 𝜒 (2) properties of an optical

nonlinear medium. For the Ti:sapphire wavelength at 800 nm the material of choice is commonly
BBO [27]. As the seed and the pump beam pass through the material, energy is transferred from
the pump to the seed pulse and the seed pulse is amplified. Due to the conservation of
momentum and energy, this process also generates an idler beam with the photon energy equal to
the difference between the seed and the pump energies [28]. The following Equations (7) and (8)
represent this, where 𝑘𝑝 , 𝑘𝑠 , 𝑘𝑖 are the wave vectors of the pump, signal and idler and 𝜔𝑝,𝑠,𝑖 are
the corresponding angular frequencies
ℏ𝑘𝑝 = ℏ𝑘𝑠 = ℏ𝑘𝑖 ,

(7)

ℏ𝜔𝑝 = ℏ𝜔𝑠 + ℏ𝜔𝑖 .

(8)

For an 800 nm seed and a 532 nm pump the idler wavelength is 1588 nm. The idea of

phase matching for multiple frequencies allows multiple frequencies to be amplified. This is
done by selecting the “magic” angle between the incoming signal and pump beams as well as the
angle with respect to the orientation of the nonlinear crystal [29]. Figure 5 consist of simulated
matching conditions of a BBO crystal being pumped by 532 nm light.
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Figure 5: Phase matching curves showing the tuning angle vs. crystal angle simulated through the software package
SNLO.

When the signal and pump beam propagate collinearly, this is referred to as degeneracy.
This case is commonly used in narrow bandwidth, tunable sources or Optical Parametric
Oscillators (OPOs). An OPO is seeded by super fluorescence (SF), produced through a random
quantum-mechanical process. These lasers are commonly referred to as tunable laser sources,
due to the ability to tune the phase matching condition through a wide range of spectra.

2.4.2 Parasitic Processes in OPA
The difference between an OPO and an OPA is that the seed is created by a random
process in an OPO whereas an OPA is seeded from an external source. In general, OPA and SF
are competing processes [30, 31]. If the seed amplitude becomes too weak, the amount of
generated SF will increase. Amplified SF in consecutive OPA stages is an issue with OPCPA
laser systems since it generates an uncompressible section of the pulse. A similarity can be seen
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to CPA systems, which produce Amplified Spontaneous Emissions (ASE) during amplification
resulting in uncompressible background.
The non-collinear OPA (NOPA) architecture has specific tuning angle, the termed
“magic angle”, that allows for the broadest parametric gain bandwidth. The gain bandwidth
dramatically reduces if the angle between seed and pump deviates slightly off from this angle.

2.4.3 OPCPA Stability with Real Beams
In the process of nonlinear amplification the power and energy fluctuation of the pump
beam has great influence on the parametric gain. The critical properties that determine the
parametric gain of the system are the photon energy, the pulse intensity of the pump, the angle
between seed and pump relative to the angle to the optical axis of the crystal. Since common
laser systems show limited stability. Both in the pointing and in the output power, the parametric
gain in nonlinear medium can change dramatically. Changes in beam pointing of a system will
not only influence the gain bandwidth due to angle detuning, but also the spatial overlap of the
seed and the pump. If only a fraction of the seed and pump are spatially overlapped the effective
parametric gain for the seed will be dramatically reduced and the generation of super
fluorescence will increase. The quality of the pump beam used for an OPA system can
dramatically change the output of an OPCPA laser system, both in bandwidth (pulse duration)
and output power.

2.5 Summary
The concepts of frequency combs and the formation of ultra-short pulses are presented.
CPA and OPCPA techniques used to create a high energy laser system were also introduced.
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Finally, an overview of the OPA characteristics, this includes broadband gain and the pump
requirements necessary for reducing SF.
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3 CEP CONTROL SYSTEM
The ability to measure and control the CEP of an OPCPA laser system relies on two
feedback systems. The first measures the constant phase change in the oscillator and locks it to a
reference source, usually the oscillator’s repetition rate. The second measures the slow CEP drift
that naturally occurs throughout the system and feeding back to the oscillator to compensate this
drift. Both of these measures, as well as standard operation parameters (temperature
management, mechanical stabilization, pump power, etc.), must be managed and optimized by an
“integrated” control systems to ensure stable locking of the laser facility.

3.1 Techniques to Measuring Fast CEP
A direct measurement of the CEP from an oscillator is difficult due to the low electric
field strength and fast drifting [32]. A promising alternative has been presented by detecting the
drift rate of the CEP [33]. The common way to lock the oscillator’s CEP is by locking the drift
rate to a constant reference source. This drift rate is referred to as CEP beat frequency. The best
reference source in the laboratory is the highly stable laser repetition rate, typically on the order
of 85 MHz given by the oscillator resonator cavity. The system usually locks to one fourth of the
repetition rate.
The device used to lock the CEP beat frequency relies on a similar process of RF mixing.
The mixed output is the sum and difference between the CEP and the frep. As the CEP beat
frequency approaches to half the repetition rate, the signals become closer and closer together.
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Until the CEP beat is exactly half the repetition rate and the two signals overlap on top of each
other, producing a double image.
This double image makes locking challenging. Its effects can be avoided by locking to ¼
of the repetition rate. Figure 6 is when the CEP beat approaches half the repetition.

Figure 6: CEP beat note approaches half the repetition rate the folded signal begins to overlap with the non-folded
signal. (a) Beat note at 21 MHz and a separation of 43 MHz. (b) Beat note at 40 MHz and a separation of 5
MHz. (c) Beat note at 42.49 MHz and a separation of 20 kHz.

As a consequence of locking the changing CEP beat to one-fourth the repetition rate,
every fifth pulse in the laser output pulse train has the same CEP phase. Figure 7 illustrates that
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every fifth pulse has the same relationship between the pulse envelope and phase with a constant
phase shift of one-fourth the repetition rate.

Figure 7: CEP beat with a change rate of frep/4. The pattern repeats after 4 pulses in the pulse train.

Since most laser systems reduce the laser repetition rate when amplifying, locking of
every pulse is technically not needed. The repetition rate can be reduced such that all the pulses
to be amplified will have the same CEP phase. This method enables fully CEP-stabilized over
several kHz to MHz repetition rate when utilizing CEP-feedback.

3.2 Octave Spanning Frequency Comb
To generate the beat note used to lock the fast drifting CEP, an f-to-2f interferometer is
used. The basic design requires a broadband source with a bandwidth ranging larger than one
octave. The red side of the spectrum (1140 nm) is frequency doubled (to 540 nm) and further
mixed with the fundamental frequency of a blue section of the spectrum (at 540 nm). This
generates a temporal interference pattern on a fast (avalanche) photo diode. The frequency
components are represented in Equation (9), where 𝑓𝑐𝑒𝑜 is the CEP beat offset frequency:
∞

𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑎0 + �𝑛=0�𝑎𝑛 𝑛 ∙ 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑝 ± 𝑏𝑛 𝑓𝑐𝑒𝑜 � .
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(9)

The resulting wave form that represents the CEP phase change can be extracted from the
waveform and used to lock the laser. Figure 8 shows the calculated temporal output of the
implemented f-to-2f interferometer.
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Figure 8: Calculated temporal output of an f-to-2f interferometer.

Two techniques are used to generate an octave spanning source needed for the f-to-2f
interferometer. This octave spanning spectrum can be generated directly within a mode-locked
oscillator, as in the HERACLES system. This requires that the dispersion within the oscillator be
exactly compensated in order to drive the oscillator in the highest nonlinear regime possible to
achieve the high intensity necessary to generate octave-spanning bandwidth. With such high
intensity inside the crystal, damage initiated primarily by multi-photon ionization is a significant
concern that can impact the reliability of the laser system.
Alternatively a separate nonlinear material can be used so that the octave-spanning
spectrum is generated externally of the oscillator. A common device used for spectral broadening
is highly nonlinear photonic crystal fiber (PCF) [34, 35]. When the oscillator beam is launched
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into the fiber, self-phase modulation (SPM) broadens the spectrum. Equation (10) shows how the
intensity of the oscillator changes the output of the spectrum [36]:
Δ𝜔 =

2𝜋
𝜆

𝑑

𝑛2 𝐿 𝑑𝑡 𝐼(𝑡) .

(10)

A drawback of this method is that any variation of the laser intensity 𝐼(𝑡) will introduce

spectral modulation onto the broadened signal as seen in Equation (10). The added modulation
can trick the feedback system used to lock the CEP rate of the oscillator.
Once an octave-spanning spectrum is created, the next step is then to mix the visible light
with the frequency doubled from the IR spectrum. Since the generated light has extremely short
pulse duration, the two pulses must overlap well in space and time. Figure 9 shows the basic
scheme used in this thesis. First, the system is built collinearly where both beams propagate
along a common optical axis so that spatial overlap is inherent. Second, the temporal overlap can
be engineered with dispersive elements. The dispersion introduced by any elements through
which the pulses propagate. These elements are the output coupler of the oscillator, the beam
splitter and the focusing lenses, are generally positive dispersive and move the IR and VIS

further apart in time. Chirped mirrors can be used to introduce the negative dispersion necessary
to compensate for this positive dispersion and will allow fine adjustments made by the insertion
of a pair ofBaF2 wedges.
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Figure 9: Scheme of a collinear f-to-2f interferometer.

Another method to ensure spatial and temporal overlap is the use of a Michelson
interferometer-like setup as shown in Figure 10. In the interferometer system, half of the beam is
split with a duplexing mirror, which is a dichroic mirror reflecting the lower frequencies and
transmitting the higher frequencies. The second harmonic crystal is placed in the IR arm of the
interferometer to frequency double the IR to the visible spectrum. An additional delay line
allows temporal overlap adjustment. Half-wave plates can also be added to increase the
polarization overlap. The final step is to then recombine the two arms and measure the beat
generated by the interference of the two arms.
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Figure 10: F-to-2f interferometer based on a two arm Michelson interferometer.

A drawback of the Michelson interferometer scheme is additional noise introduced into
by using two arms. Vibration of the mirrors modulations the signal and leads to additional phase
noise in the feedback system. A technique used to compensate vibrational fluctuations between
the arms uses a reference source. The technique locks the length of both arms with respect to
each other. A HeNe laser can be used as a reference and a piezo mirror with a feedback loop
allows for stabilization [37]. It has been shown in [38] that this approach can increase the
stability of the CEP measurements by two orders of magnitude.

3.3 CEP Locking Technique
The largest supplier of locking systems used by nearly every research facility to lock the
CEP is by MenloSystems GmbH. Their design consists of a pre-amplifier, a frequency divider, a
phase error detector and a feedback loop filter. The output from the loop filter is taken through
an RF driver that is used to modulate the pump beam of the Ti:sapphire oscillator via an AOM.
The process works by slightly temperature-tuning the refractive index of the Ti:sapphire crystal
which further slightly changes the optical path length of the oscillator and effectively moves the
CEP. This process allows the fast locking of the CEP with minimal resonator distortion. The
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large modulation bandwidth of the AOM allows potential sub-MHz changes to the locking
scheme. The limiting element is the loop filter bandwidth is on the order of a few hundred kHz.
The total locking lifetime is limited to the maximum modulation amplitude that the AOM can
perform without making the laser cavity unstable. Typically, locking can be achieved for several
hours during an experiment [39] without additional feedback mechanisms.
The CEP usually drifts with a slow, almost constant rate. At some point in time the output
of the loop filter will approach the maximum safe output and the system will drop phase-locking.
One method that is used to compensate for this limitation is with the addition of temperature
tuning to the laser cavity. The concept of this scheme is to detect when the loop filter is
approaching the 70 % of the maximum allowable DC offset and then starts to apply a
temperature change to the TEC controller used to stabilize the Ti:sapphire crystal temperature
[40]. This process also is commonly used to stop the slow drifting of the CEP in the slow f-to-2f
CEP measurements. This process then allows the ability to lock the CEP of the laser from a few
hours without the feedback scheme to days with the feedback scheme.
A layout sketch of the CEP phase locking electronics is shown in Figure 11. The stability
of locking the CEP of the system is primarily determined by the signal to noise ratio of the
modulated input from the avalanche photo diode. The Menlo-Systems phase-locking electronics
takes the input from the APD and passes the signal through an 18-24 MHz band pass filter. The
filtered signal should only contain the CEP beat note. It is subsequently passed through a high
gain amplifier circuit with a gain of 60 dB. The signal is further sent through a secondary
amplifier to be used as an output reference where a RF spectrum analyzer determines if the CEP
beat tone has proper location and signal to noise ratio. The phase detector used in this system,
consists of Schmitt triggers to square up the analog signal and the signal form the divider circuit.
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The modified (squared) waveforms are passed to a Field Programmable Gate array (FPGA) to
compare the phase difference between the two. If the FPGA determines that the rising edge from
the APD waveform was acquired before the reference signal, a counter is incremented. If the
reference signal arrives before the APD then the counter is decremented. The output from the
eight bit counter is then applied to a resistor network that uses the digital output form the FPGA
to form an analog output. The resolution of the digital to analog converter then allows step sizes
of 18 mV. This design also generates a high amount of error since the counter will always
change with every pulse input. If both signals are arriving at the same time and no corrections are
needed, the device will still change its output. Another issue of the design is that if the phase
difference is somewhat unstable in the way that the phase difference between CEP beat and the
reference changes rapidly. The phase locking electronics will not be able to adapt to this and
could possibly not generate a stable phase lock.

Figure 11: Block diagram of the Menlo CEP locking system.

As the signal to noise ratio decreases from the CEP signal, the Schmitt triggers are used
to generate the signals needed for the FPGA become more susceptible to the out-of-band noise
floor. The typically lowest S/N ratio to correctly lock the CEP beat note is at least 30 dBc. This
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limitation requires the oscillator to be able to generate enough IR power to create this signal. The
1140 nm light portion needed to generate this output is at least 30 µW. This is measured with a
narrow band-pass filter (Thorlabs FB1150-10). This necessary power brings the oscillator close
to the surface damage threshold of the crystal. This point of operation demands no other
modulation on the output of the laser. It requires delicate adjustments to properly align the
oscillator to the correct region of stability.
Another scheme to lock the CEP is termed zero-CEP-offset-locking [41-43]. The process
of zero locking enables every pulse of the MHz oscillator output to heave the exact same phase.
This then reduces the need for a pulse picker to remove all pulses that does not contain the same
phase. It also allows the laser system the ability to maintain the high MHz repetition rate. The
technique used to accomplish zero phase locking is through the use of an optical frequency
shifter. The shifter generates an offset that is used to produce the signals needed for the feedback
system. The system needs to have a difference in the fringe frequencies between the visible and
the IR. If the same f-to-2f interferometer that is used in the constant CEP beat is used to zero
lock the signal. The beat would coincide with the repetition rate signal making it impossible to
lock. This is a similar condition that occurs when locking at half of the repetition rate. If a noncollinear design is used for the interferometer a frequency shifter can be used to move one of the
frequencies up in frequency to be a given amount. An example of this design is that if the
oscillator had a repetition rate of 20 MHz then the Acoustic-Optic Frequency Shifter (AOFS)
shifts one of the arms to a frequency with a range of 3- 7 MHz. This then adds an offset
frequency that when the mixing of the difference in frequencies of the two arms then produces a
beat with the same frequency as the modulation frequency plus the CEP frequency. If the CEP
frequency beat is at zero. Then the output is exactly the same frequency as the driving frequency
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of the modulator (3- 7 MHz). The locking electronics then use the modulator’s driving frequency
as the reference to allow phase locking.

3.4 Techniques to Measuring Slow CEP
At the end of the laser system, the final output needs to be characterized to allow for the
optimum operation on experiments that are affected by the CEP. At the beginning of the system
the CEP of the oscillator is locked to a constant changing in rate. Due to slow mechanical and
thermal drifts in the stretcher and through other elements in the system, the CEP of the pulse
drifts as it propagates. If the CEP was measured at the end of the line, a feedback system could
correct for these slow drifts.
MenloSystem has built an all-in-one system that performs the task of measuring the slow
CEP drifts for a CPA/OPCPA system (APS800). The system requirements are 10 μJ of input
energy and at least 50 fs of pulse duration. For reliable measurements the pulse-to-pulse jitter
needs to be less than 1%. This is a changing requirement in the first generation of the
HERACLES system.
The process in measuring the slow CEP drifts through the Menlo system is similar to the
collinear f-to-2f system used to measure the fast CEP beat. The key difference in this design is to
generate a broadened spectrum that occupies over one octave. To produce the octave spectrum,
this system generates a single filament through a plate of Sapphire. The resulting supper
continuum output is then recollected and passed through a doubling crystal. The second
harmonics that the doubling crystal produced overlaps with the original spectra from the
continuum and produces spectral fringes. With the implementation of the fast CEP locking
system for the oscillator, the drifting of the CEP should be on the order of milliseconds. This
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then makes it possible to track the spectral fringes using a spectrometer, which would have not
been possible without the use of the fast CEP locking. A software package included with the
system performs the required operations to measure the drifting of the CEP and output to a
National Instruments DAC card to feedback into the oscillator to correct the slow drifting of the
system.

3.5 CEP Stabilization on HERACLES
The initial design for the fast CEP feedback system used the MenloSystems control unit.
A requirement for this system is the high IR output power necessary to successfully lock the CEP
beat of 30 µW measured after transmission through a narrow band pass filter (Thorlabs FB115010). To reduce the requirements on high IR power, coupling optics of the f-to-2f interferometer
were optimized in order to improve the collected the beat frequency and signal of the avalanche
photo diode.
An interesting issue occurs if the APD is operated in saturation. In this case, the APD
generates a secondary beat tone that could show up in the analyzed frequency spectrum. A
characteristic of this beat tone frequency 𝑓𝑑 is its frequency change when adjusting the APD

gain. Small pulse energy fluctuations also translate into a frequency shift. In some initial
experiments with HERACLES, this tone 𝑓𝑑 was used to lock the system. Figure 12 shows a set
of data collected from a case with an unlocked tone and a locked tone of the incorrect CEP beat

note. The locked case of this system showed that even with tone 𝑓𝑑 used as reference tone

instead of the correct CEP beat tone, the phase-locking mechanism works. Other modulations of
the system could introduce misleading tones and prevent the locking of the correct CEP beat
tone. The following graphs also show that the locking electronics used for locking this beat tone
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𝑓𝑑 could not lock the beat perfectly and the feedback loop filter used had limitations to fast
changing tone jitter.

Figure 12: Left: A waterfall of the saturated APD. Right: Attempt to lock to the saturated APD as the CEP beat
frequency.

3.6 Methods that Improves the Fast CEP Loop System
One of the key requirements in generating the fast CEP beat note is the f-to-2f
interferometer. The temporal overlap of the IR and VIS needs to be optimized in order to allow
the highest visibility possible. The first generation of the HERACLES system relied on a
collinear f-to-2f interferometer. This design allows the highest stability since no noise is added
by the optical components compared to the two arm interferometer designs. In order to optimize
the temporal overlap the calculation of all dispersive materials must be used to allow the
maximum overlap of the two. In the HERACLES system the only elements through which the
pulse propagates are the output coupler, the frequency selective filter, the path through air and
the focusing lens. To compensate for these positive dispersive materials a negative dispersive
material must be used to allow the correct amount of dispersive overlap. Table 1 shows the delay
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between 570nm and 1140nm for the elements in the path between the oscillator and the BBO
crystal in the f-to-2f interferometer.
Table 1: Dispersion calculations for elements between the oscillator and the f-to-2f interferometer.
Object
Output Coupler

Material
FS

Thickness
2 mm

Total GD
125 fs

Beam Splitter
Path Length
Lens

FS
Air
CaF2

2 mm
151 cm
4.32 mm

125 fs
55 fs
210 fs

Chirped Mirrors (CM)

--

--

-510 fs

TOTAL

5 fs

The negative dispersive element that is used to compensate this dispersion is chirped
mirrors. These mirrors work with the help of multi-film layers of specific thicknesses. These
layers reflect wavelengths at different depths through the multi-layer stack when the Bragg
condition is met. Depending on the design of the film structure thickness and refractive index a
small amount of customized dispersion can be created. The amount of chirp generated through
these mirrors is set and cannot be changed once manufactured. It limits the ability to control the
dispersion if the design is changed or if additional adjustments must be made afterwards. To
allow some fine tuning of the dispersion the use of a pair of glass wedges are used. This allows
the ability to slide a wedge into the beam-path changing the dispersive properties and preventing
the beam from walking off. The design to allow small adjustments to the dispersive elements in
the f-to-2f interferometer was not introduced in the first generation of CEP measurements. The
benefits of these adjustments are greatly impact the ability to generate the 30 dB signal-to-noise
needed to successfully lock the first generation CEP phase locking electronics.
There is another method that is being implemented on this next generation scheme. It will
allow the ability to synthetically produce a signal-to-noise ratio on the range of 60dB at a 10 kHz
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offset. This method uses a narrow band filter to remove the surrounding noise around the CEP
beat note. One of the key issues with using a narrow band filter is the selection of the central
wavelength. The used beat frequency is one fourth the repetition rate from the oscillator. This
then requires the filter to be in the range of 21 MHz. The selection of the exact frequency is then
determined by the possibility of manufacturing a filter in this frequency range. In the high
frequency (HF) range, the common method for filtering is to use lumped elements (capacitors
and inductors). In order to generate a filter with the bandwidth of less than 10 kHz the possibility
of using lumped elements is not practical and the use of crystal filters is the preferred method.
Crystal filters allows the construction of a filter with a somewhat flat pass band and steep fall
offs. This could then allow the ability to generate a 60 dB roll off in the stop band of the filter.
Figure 13 is a simulation of the power efficiency of a 6 order crystal latter filter.

Figure 13: Crystal latter filter with a bandwidth of 10 kHz and improper matching network.
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The next step in designing the filter is the selection of the central wavelength. This means
that once the filter is designed, the final frequency is set and cannot be adjusted. This is a big
problem as the repetition rate of the oscillator changes daily by a few 10 kHz. The main effect
that changes the oscillator repetition rate is when tuning to generate the octave-spanning
bandwidth needed to perform the f-to-2f measurement. Since the filter bandwidth is extremely
narrow compared to the central frequency, having a Q factor of over 2000. This would require
multiple filters that span the CEP frequency range. This then states that as the laser drifts by
thermal expanding of the laser cavity that the filter used may also need to be changed to
accommodate the drifts. For an 85 MHz oscillator with the cavity length of 1.7 meters, the
change of 20 microns changes the oscillator frequency by 1 kHz. This change in cavity length is
possible in our system since the need to tweak the laser cavity for maximum bandwidth.
Therefore if the maximum distance that the laser cavity can change length during a series of
tweaking operations could be on the order of a few mm. The adjustments of a few mm of optical
cavity would change the frequency of the laser by 120 kHz this would then require 24 filters to
cover the ranges with some overlap. Designs of over eight filters make the electronics to control
the system too complex. It would require continuous switching of filters to keep the beat
frequency locked. A more elegant way to perform this task is to use the same concepts of as a
Supper-heterodyne receiver. Here the filter used to remove the out-of-band noise is through the
use of an Intermediate Frequency (IF). It allows the ability to filter a wide frequency ranges
without the need of switching filters. Figure 14 is the block diagram is the design of this CEP
beat frequency cleaning design.
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Figure 14: Block diagram of CEP electronics cleaner.

The design of this technique uses a band pass filter with a bandwidth of 6 MHz. The
filter removes aliasing frequencies that would then latter interfere with subsequent processes.
The next step is to mix the filtered signals with a double balanced ring mixer. This mixer
generates the sum and difference in frequencies of the input signals and the local oscillator. The
local oscillator is a Variable Frequency Oscillator (VFO) with a frequency range of 11 to 14
MHz. With a CEP beat frequency of 21 MHz the mixing will move the beat frequency to the
range of 7 to 10 MHz. The next step is to amplify the signal with about 70 to 90 dB of gain. This
variable gain is generated with the help of an Auto Gain Control (AGC) circuit. It would allow a
constant output power if the signal drifts by 20 dB and reduces the saturation of the amplifiers.
Without the AGC amplification would increase the noise floor without increasing the wanted
signal. This signal then is split to the crystal band pass filter and to a set of locking electronics.
The locking electronics locks the CEP beat frequency to 9 MHz. The reason to lock the signal to
9 MHz is that this frequency is the IF of the system. The crystal narrow band pass filter is
centered to this frequency. This process then would produce a clean output signal with the noise
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floor being around 60 dB below the carrier. Figure 15 is the before and after signals of going
through the band pass filter and after.
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Figure 15: Original and cleaned electrical CEP beat.

At this stage the beat frequency has a clean signal but is centered on 9 MHz, this is not
useful for CEP locking. The 9 MHz signal only contains the “fast information” of the CEP beat
and the VFO contains the remaining “slow information” of the beat. The next step is to convert
the frequency back to the correct CEP beat frequency. The cleaned signal is then mixed again
with the same VFO that was used to down convert the tone to the IF frequency. This then
generates the correct CEP beat signal with some other products. The final step is to remove the
other products from the output. This is done with the same type of filter used in the input of this
device. Figure 16 is two RF spectrum waterfalls, were the Y axis is the time and the X axis is the
frequency with a window of one megahertz. The time period is 5 minutes. The left waterfall is an
unfiltered signal with 30 dB of signal-to-noise ratio. The right waterfall is the clean signal with
over 60 dB of signal-to-noise.
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Figure 16: Waterfall of simulated CEP beat in original response and clean with same intensity profile.

The signal used was generated with a computer controlled Direct Digital Synthesizer
(DDS). The signal was varied with similar characteristics as an unlocked CEP beat note. This
new generation of fast CEP signal conditioner should allow simplified setup compared to the
current MenloSystems locking electronics. It also reduced the amount of noise produced by spurs
close to the CEP beat note.

3.7 Summary
The control of the CEP output from the oscillator is determined by the used f-to-2f
interferometer and the output power from the oscillator. Techniques have been developed to
reduce the amount of noise introduced into the measurement of the fast CEP drift tone. They
include stabilization of two-arm interferometers and the introduction of collinear interferometers.
Additional techniques are currently being implemented to allow lower S/N ratios locking. All of
the above techniques improve the CEP locking of the HERACLES laser facility.
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4. OUTPUT STABILIZATION OF HERACLES FOR IMPROVED CEP
STABILITY
The HERACLES facility is designed to provide a mJ-level pulse energy and sub-10-fs
pulse duration [44]. This state-of-the-art OPCPA facility has been improved and upgraded and
the current energies are at the µJ-level. The front end of this system is a MenloSystems Inc.,
Octavius 85M oscillator. It has sub-5-fs pulse duration and 200 mW of average power. The
repetition rate from this oscillator is 85 MHz. It allows the system to use the 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑝 /4 signal as a
reference in CEP locking measurements. Since the pulse duration is shorter than 5 fs the

bandwidth of the oscillator is in the range of >600 nm (full width) and at the wings of the output
extends over one octave. The ability to directly perform an f-to-2f interferometer is possible
without the need of a spectral broadening. This has the advantage to reduce phase noise that
would otherwise originate from the broadening technique. The Oscillators broad bandwidth
requires careful alignment during startup. Operating the oscillator in a highly nonlinear regime
leads to a reduced crystal lifetime of a few weeks and the position of the crystal needs to be
moved perpendicular to the optical axis if damage occurs. Figure 17 is the oscillator of the
HERACLES laser facility.
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Figure 17: 5-fs laser oscillator for HERACLES.

4.1 First generation of the HERACLES
After the oscillator the output beam is split equally for the generation of a seed and a
pump line in the OPCPA design. The OPCPA pump of the system uses an Yb:fiber pre-amplifier
to amplify a portion of the spectrum centered at 1064 nm with 3 nm bandwidth. This is not the
center gain wavelength in Yb-doped fiber and thus not a highly efficient amplifier setup. This
amplification method takes advantage of the off tuning and produces reduced amplified
spontaneous emission (ASE) [45].
After the pre-amplifier stage, a pulse picker is used to reduce the repetition rate to 10 kHz
and the beam passes into a regenerative amplifier with a gain material Nd:YVO4. The output
energy of the regenerative amplifier is on the order of 0.5 mJ [46]. The output enters a singlepass amplifier, which also used Nd:YVO4 as gain medium. The design is based on Nd:YVO4, to
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take advantage of the birefringence and the high small signal gain of around 5. The output of this
pump line is greater than 2 mJ at 1064 nm. The frequency doubling efficiency is up to 66 %.
It has been found (see Appendix A) that the amplifiers based on these Nd:YVO4 modules
have poor beam pointing stability. A few hundreds µrad of pointing instability in the first
amplifier stage continued to compound on top of each additional stage. At the location of the
OPA stages the centroid movement of the focused beam was visually noticeable and the focused
beam would move by a more than the beam diameter at its waist. As a consequence, a high
amount of output power fluctuations in parametric gain was observed. The parametric gain was
fluctuating from tens to millions due to the poor overlap. These fluctuations prevented the ability
to perform long-term CEP measurements. Measurements showed that the beam pointing
fluctuations where introduced by the amplifier module itself. This led to a re-design of the
amplifier chain under the special consideration of high beam pointing stability.

4.2 Second Generation of the HERACLES Pump
With the found issues of beam pointing stability and the need for higher output power, a
redesign of the regenerative amplifier was necessary. To improve from the previous design the
implementation of a feedback system to stabilize the long-term drifting. These upgrades will
improve the overall performance of the pump line and could allow the implementation of slow
CEP drifts measurements.
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4.2.1 Regenerative Amplifier
The need for higher pulse energy from the regenerative amplifier is a requirement since
the necessary output energies are needed to perform the slow CEP measurements. Figure 18 is a
diagram of the regenerative amplifier used in HERACLES.

Figure 18: Layout of regenerative amplifier in HERACLES.

Nd:YVO4 with a SSG of 5 outperforms Nd:YAG with a SSG of 2.3 in the amplification
of small signals. In contrast, with low repetition rates (below 4 kHz) the Nd:YAG module
outputs higher energies than Nd:YVO4 in a regenerative amplifier. The final results of a
regenerative amplifier cavity for each module are shown in the Figure 19.
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Figure 19: Output energies of a Nd:YVO4- and Nd:YAG-based regenerative amplifier.

A drawback when using Nd:YAG is the upper state lifetime of 230 µs [47]. This limits
the repetition rate of the regenerative amplifier. As the repetition rate of the system extends
beyond the 4.3 kHz mark the output power approaches the CW output power of the Nd:YAG
regenerative amplifier. Since the limitation of available sizes of Nd:YVO4, the future amplifiers
that will be used for this system will be Nd:YAG. To build the system for having higher output
energy and allows for future upgrades the system is ran at 3 kHz. Running the system at 3 kHz,
Figure 17 shows that the maximum output energy is with Nd:YAG module.
The next task for optimizing the regenerative amplifier is the long-term and short-term
stability of the output power. The reason for the short-term stability of the system is that for the
first OPA the pump and seed used is tightly focused to allow the highest gain with minimal
fluorescence. The intensities in the BBO crystal are approaching the ionization threshold of the
material. If the pump beam was not stable, an increase in energy would be beyond the ionization
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threshold of the BBO. This would damage the crystal and require realignment. To generate a
stable pulse-to-pulse stability from the regenerative amplifier the second saturated pulse from the
cavity buildup is selected. Figure 20 is the cavity build-up of the seed as it is amplified through
the regenerative amplifier without dumping the cavity.

Figure 20: Temporal gain profile of a regenerative amplifier. For the measurement a leaked signal is picked up with
a fast photo diode.

When selecting the output pulse from the regenerative amplifier cavity, there is always a
tradeoff in selecting the pulse with the highest energy and stability. As the time increases for the
trapped seed to travel through the regenerative amplifier, it will continue building up energy. At
some point the losses in the amplifier begin to overpower the gain. After the pulse extracts the
maximum output energy the following pass that the pulse travels begins to loose energy. The
energy of the pulse becomes increasingly more consistent to previous pulses as it remains
trapped in the regenerative amplifier with the drawback of lower energy. The round trip that
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produces the best trade-off of both high output energies and a stable pulse-to-pulse energy is the
second pulse after it has reached its saturation.
As stated in the previous section the long-term stability of the output from the
regenerative amplifier can drift lightly. The change can occur through thermal drifts in the
cavity, instabilities in the seed. One method to compensate for these drifts is to build the
regenerative amplifier on a temperature controlled breadboard and reduce the amount of other
noises that could be introduce into the laser cavity, such as turbulent air flow. The simplest
method that was implemented was the use of metal boxes to reduce the air turbulences and
reduce the RF noise produced by the Pockels Cell used to inject and dump the seed. Another
implementation that was introduced into the regenerative amplifier is a feedback system that
monitored the output energy. It compensated the output by controlling the pump power of the
Nd:YAG module. First it was determined if controlling of the pump current could be used to
stabilize the output of the regenerative amplifier. Figure 21 is the short term laser output of the
regenerative amplifier with a change in pump current.
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Figure 21: Dependence of pump current on the output power of the regenerative amplifier.

With changing the pump current it is possible to change the output of the regenerative
amplifier without the need of a dramatic change in current. This then would allow the ability to
create active feedback to compensate for thermal drifts and other noises that would otherwise
create fluctuations in the output. The negative slope is due to a constant time selection of the
output pulse. With increase in gain the saturation pulse occurs sooner and the pulse that is
removed has lost more energy. A simple feedback system was implemented to test if the
controlling the pump current could be used for stabilization. Figure 22 is the output before
compensation. The data was collected with a fast photodiode and a 10 bit ADC. The step
resolution was limited and may have generated larger fluctuations then actually produced.
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Figure 22: Output energy from pump line with no feedback to compensate for long-term drifts.

The feedback system that was implemented was a simple circuit that measured the output
of the regenerative amplifier using a thermal power meter. It then sent 15 data points per second
back to the computer. It reduces the shot-to-shot fluctuations and gives less control of the fast
changes that the regenerative amplifier may produce but allows long-term improvements.
Computer software was written to control the output current of the driving power supply of the
Nd:YAG module. The initial version of the code consisted of a simple check that determined if
the output power drifted up or down. It then sends to the laser power supply a corresponding
current that would compensate for the change. Figure 23 is the stabilization of the output using
the above procedure.
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Figure 23: Stabilized output from pump line.

This shows that with the simple feedback system it is possible to stabilize the output
energy of the regenerative amplifier. Free-funning drifting of the output energy was on the order
of 1.4 % and with the feedback system the output energy has reduce to an overall fluctuation of
0.4 %. This three times increase in stability could be improved with a better feedback loop that
incorporates a full PID loop and a faster detector with higher resolution. The new design for
monitoring and controlling the feedback of the regenerative amplifier will consist of a fast
photodiode with an acquisition unit with a bit size of 24 allowing the measurement accuracy of
0.18 µV.
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4.2.2 Single-Pass Amplifier
An improved Nd:YVO4 module is used to generate the higher output energy from the
pump line. The pointing stability was proven to be the highest of all the modules and the small
signal gain through the module is ~ 5. Both of these advantages are taken and the module is used
as a single pass amplifier after the regenerative amplifier. Another advantage of using Nd:YVO4
as an amplifier is the polarization maintaining properties. It allows the ability to generate high
gain without depolarization is usually induced in Nd:YAG amplifiers. Figure 24 is the output
energy produced with different pumping currents of the single pass module. The seed energy was
0.93 mJ. The maximum output energy with the Nd:YVO4 module is around 2.9 mJ at 1064 nm
center wavelength.

Figure 24: Output Energy from single pass amplifier in dependence of the pump current.

Since the subsequent stage in the pump line requires the output to be collimated, the
thermal lensing must be kept constant. Since a feedback is now used to correct for fluctuations of
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the output of the regenerative amplifier, this stabilized the divergence of the single-pass. A
corrector lens was placed one focal distance away from the focus and allows a collimation of the
output beam. With the design of this corrector system a telescope was constructed. The selection
of collimating lens is used to expand or reduce the output beam size. The single-pass amplifier is
followed by a Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) stage. It is used to up-convert the IR light
from the single pass to 532 nm. The optimization in size of the beam was determined through the
conversion efficiency of the SHG. With proper alignment and optimization of collimation a
conversion efficiency of 66 % was. During repeated power cycles and without tweaking the
system, a conversion efficiency of at least 60 % with a drift of three percent was maintained
without any feedback systems. Once the feedback system is finalized the drift in conversion
efficiency will be reduced.

4.2.3 Long Term Stabilization of Seed for the Regenerative Amplifier
The output energy of the pump in HERACLES needs to be stable to allow a constant gain
in the OPA stages. The key to generate a stable pump is to first start with a stable seed. The preamplifier used in this system has two options that could allow modification of the output power
of the seed. The first is temperature tuning of the pump diode. Since the response time is long
and the dynamic range is low, this is not implemented. The second method is the control of the
pump current of the diode. This method allows the maximum control of the output of the seed.
Figure 25 is the direct measurement of the seed energy compared to the drive current of the
diode.
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Figure 25: Direct measurement of pre-amplifier output with changing the driving diode current.

It is important to notice that as the fiber amplifier reach the onset of pump saturation
around 0.7 A, indicated by the reduced slope in gain at this range. At around 0.2 to 0.3 A, the
slope is steeper and will allow a higher control of the power fluctuation of the seed. Also,
operating initially at lower amplification gives a ~50 % margin for the case the seed drops
significantly in power.
The first design of stabilizing the output of the regenerative amplifier was to control the
seed input and monitor the output of the regenerative amplifier. This method then requires that if
there are any drifts in the regenerative amplifier then the seed input must be able to compensate
for this. Figure 26 is the measurement of the output of the regenerative amplifier, while tuning
the seed. The reason for the increase in output energy with reducing the seed energy is a
consequence of moving the buildup time in the cavity. Since the selected pulse that is kicked out
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of the regenerative amplifier is the more stable second pulse, as the energy decreases this pulse
begins to become the first saturated pulse. This pulse is less stable in shot-to-shot, but has more
output energy. Any seed energy below 1pJ the regenerative amplifier behaves as a q switch
oscillator and the resulting output is unusable for this OPCPA system.

Figure 26: Regenerative amplifier output in dependence of pre-amplifier seed.

To stabilize the system, the default current of the pump diodes started at 0.2 A, this was
in the range with the highest slope. Then a portion of the output from the regenerative amplifier
was collected by a photodiode. The signal from the photodiode then was sent through a peak
detector that allowed an analog to digital converter (ADC) to sample the signal without the need
of precise timing. The output of the ADC was then passed to the computer using the USB port.
The use of the USB allows the ability to measure each of the output pulses from the regenerative
amplifier at 3 kHz with a 10 bit resolution. With a LabView program a PID loop was created to
adjust the pump current of the pre-amplifier. A new design is currently being introduced into the
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seed feedback system that adjusts the seed power. This would then allow the precise
measurement and control of the seed without adding the variables of the regenerative amplifier.
Figure 27 is the response of the output power of the seed compared to the response of the APD.

Figure 27: APD response of pre-amplifier output powers.

4.3 Future Improvements to Increase the OPCPA Pump Power
The initial design goal for the output power of the HERCLES laser facility was estimated
to be 0.2 TW. The booster amplifier that was originally designed for the project included 1 cm
Nd:YAG modules. The limitation in using this design was given by the small signal gain is of
1.3. Another limitation was the strong depolarization that occurred with these modules. With the
two issues the initial design goal was not reachable. It led to the development of utilizing smaller
Nd:YAG modules of 3 mm diameter with a small signal gain of 2.5. With the increased gain and
with a depolarization compensation scheme, a new amplifier was designed. Once this design is
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implemented the pump line should increase to 33 mJ giving a total gain of 17 for the booster
amplifier system. For the analysis of pulse-to-pulse stability of the amplifier system, it was
determined that the last passes through the final amplifier will be approaching saturation. Figure
26 is a simulated output response for a given input energy taking into account the saturation of
the system.

Figure 28: Simulated output characteristics of the next booster upgrade.

It shows that for a pulse fluctuation of 5 % the output pulse fluctuation would be less than
0.3 %. It would greatly increase the final output energy of HERACLES and improve the pulseto-pulse stability allowing stable slow CEP measurement.

4.4 Redesign of the OPAs for Higher Pump Energies
The old design needed to generate gain in the OPA required tight focusing could not be
used since the increase of the output powers of the regenerative amplifier and the single-pass
amplifiers. With the increase in pump power the tight focusing of the old setup would damage
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the BBO crystal. It gives to two options for the redesign of the OPA. The first option relies on
recycling the pump beam and using it to pump a second OPA for additional gain. The necessary
change would be a change of the focal length in the pump beam, so that it would not damage the
BBO but achieve sufficient intensity. With preliminary results the final gain of the system was
on the order of 3 × 106 . The fluorescence that was generated was extremely high on the orders

of the seed output. This shows that the matching of the pump and seed beam diameters was low
during the initial OPA setup. It leads to the fundamental limitation of this design, that to allow
for maximum gain of the system more energy needs to pass through the first OPA generating a
high amount of SF and only generating minimal seed gain through the second OPA.
A better option that will reduce the amount of SF on the first OPA is to split the pump
beam. Here the pump beam is passed through a light valve that consists of a thin-film polarizer
(TFP) and a half-wave plate (HWP). The valve redirects a portion of the beam to the first OPA
and the remainder to the second OPA. This design allows tighter focusing at the first OPA
reducing the SF and giving the second OPA a clean seed. This method is currently being
implemented.

4.5 Summary
Improvements in energy stability from the output of the pre-amplifier, the increase in
output power of the regenerative amplifier stage and increased pointing stability of the pump
beam have enhanced the HERACLES system performance. Increasing the energy and stability of
the pump beam allows increasing the stability of the final OPCPA beam. A stable OPCPA beam
allows the measurement of the slow CEP drift that was previously not measurable. Future
implementation of the booster amplifiers will push the HERACLES facility closer to its design
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goal of 0.2 TW. Analysis shows that as the amplifier system approaches saturation the shot-byshot stability of the system improves.
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5 CONCLUSION
Ultra-fast, high-intensity laser fields have many applications ranging from HHG and
attoscience to particle acceleration. Building a table-top laser system to enable these applications
led to the current advances in CPA and OPCPA laser systems. Both techniques nowadays
support pulse durations approaching the quasi-single-cycle regime. Many of the applications
require precise control of the CEP since a phase shift of few hundred microili-radians results in a
change in maximum electric field strength. Thus, stabilization of the CEP to minimal drifts
during experiments and generation of a high-quality, few-cycle, high-energy laser output is
desired for these applications.
This thesis shows the avenues taken to move HERACLES to a high-energy, few-cycle
laser facility with precise CEP control. The first part of this thesis shows the improvements and
results ultimately leading to ultra-reliable, long-duration CEP stabilization. Over 30 dB of signalto-noise was required for locking in the first generation of the CEP stabilization scheme used for
HERACLES. The introduction of innovative improvements in the measurement electronics
similar to super heterodyning reduced the out-of-band noise to more than 60 dB. This
synthetically increased signal-to-noise ratio and signal quality allows locking of the CEP
frequency far below the original 30 dB requirement. It leads directly to CEP locking with ultrahigh reliability especially benefiting long-duration experiments.
The second part of this thesis describes the implemented improvements and results
towards high-quality OPCPA pump beam generation. This effort directly enables the generation
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of high-quality and highly stable output performance of the high-energy, few-cycle laser facility
HERACLES. In this thesis, the causes are identified limiting the OPCPA output quality with the
first pump beam generation. These included issues to stabilize the CEP and poor beam pointing
stability of the pump beam generation. Investigations of the origins and the implemented
solutions are addressed in this thesis. In the second generation, the re-design of the regenerative
amplifier improved the overall stability of the system as well as increased the energy to above 1
mJ. The implemented single-pass, power amplifier has improvements in beam pointing and final
output energy of 1.8 mJ at 532 nm was obtained. Implementation of feedback-control reduced
the long-term power drift of the pump line to less than 0.5 %. These modifications improved the
OPCPA pulse-to-pulse and long-term stability.
The work presented in this thesis on CEP stabilization and improved pump beam
generation directly improve the performance of the HERACLES facility. The OPCPA system is
designed to provide several mJ pulse energy and a few kHz and sub-10-fs pulse duration. The
pulse-to-pulse stability of this facility is improved by major re-designs of CEP electronics as well
as pump beam generation. The long duration stability is also largely improved by these
implementations. Additional feedback loops provide excellent control of the overall performance
of the OPCPA output. In conclusion, the presented improvements of the HERACLES facility
enable the next generation of experiments with quasi-single cycle pulses and high pulse energy.
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APPENDIX A:
BEAM POINTING INVESTIGATIONS
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A major issue with the first design of the HERACLES system was the walking of the
pump beam. It prevented the ability to measure slow CEP and hindered the output performances
of the laser system. An investigation of the of the pump beam pointing, led to the discovery that
the regenerative amplifier’s original Nd:YVO4 module was the largest contributor. To solve this
issue an investigation of the beam pointing was performed on each module. Figure 29 shows
how each module preformed with respect to the pumping intensity.
The data clearly shows that to create a stable laser system the module with lowest beam
pointing would be the newer Nd:YVO4 module and the second best module would be the
Nd:YAG module running at the highest flow rate possible. There are other possible design
changes that will be implemented in the following sections that greatly improve the laser system
and will allow the ability to implement slow CEP locking.

Figure 29: Pointing Stability of the used laser modules.
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Another performance test was performed to determine how flow rate changed the
pointing stability of the module. It was concluded that as the flow rate increased the walking of
the beam decreased as shown in Figure 30. This seemed to be counterintuitive since the increase
in flow rate usually introduces more noise.

Figure 30: Pointing stability with different flow rates.
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